
Grow Hope: What’s Involved in Growing a Crop? 

Thanks for sponsoring an acre (or more) through the MCC/Canadian Foodgrains Bank Grow Hope 
project! We appreciate your support.  

You might be wondering: What does it take to grow this crop? What are the steps that are involved? 
Below find a short description of how a farmer like Grant Dyck goes from having a plot of land in spring 
to a crop in August. 

Before planting 

Farmers begin thinking about next year’s crop while they are harvesting crops this year. Decisions about 
which crop to plant are influenced by various factors including market conditions and the need to rotate 
crops (for example, canola should only be grown on a field every 3 to 4 years to minimize diseases). 
During winter, they will begin buying their seed and other inputs. Most farmers like to grow several 
different crops each year to spread risk and the workload—different crops require different 
management at different times. 

Farmers also probe their fields after harvest fields to measure soil fertility. The top 6 inches and the 6-24 
inch levels are analyzed in soil laboratories.  Farmers then purchase fertilizers, taking into account what 
crop they plan to seed in each field.  Fertilizer can be applied in fall to spread workload and make 
seeding a faster operation, or it can be applied at seeding time for better efficacy.  Farmers with 
livestock manure available can use it to provide all or part of the nutrient requirements. 

Seeding 

May is the main seeding month in Manitoba. If weather permits, seeding can start by the middle of 
April; if the weather delays seeding, it can run well into June.  The later it gets in June, the lower the 
yield potential. Due to weather, seeding  plans are very fluid. If seeding is delayed due to wet or cold 
conditions, farmers may need to change their plans and plant shorter season crops. 

Some farmers till their land for seeding, while others do zero-till. Zero-till greatly reduces the risk of soil 
erosion (especially wind erosion).  Zero-till is more common in certain soil types than others, and also 
more common in drier areas.  Wet, heavy soils can be a real problem to seed in spring, and a heavy mat 
of crop residue can seriously delay seeding.  Too much residue can also create problems for seeding 
equipment. 

Many farmers choose rather to go the minimum tillage route, working the land just enough to ensure a 
good seedbed in spring, with enough black soil showing so the sun’s rays warm the soil well in spring.   

Spraying 

When the crop begins to grow the weeds grow, too.  Diseases can also develop, and insects can become 
a problem.  Weed spraying can start early in the season.  For later seeded crops such as soybeans, 
farmers will seed into a field where weeds are already started, then wait until just before crop 



emergence to destroy all the weeds with a non-selective herbicide.  Having a clean field at crop 
emergence allows the crop to get off to a good start without completing with weeds for nutrients, light 
and space. 

As soon as the crop is growing nicely, farmers scout their fields.  Scouting involves checking the field for 
weeds and insects.  Farmers with too much land to walk their fields often use ATV’s to drive over the 
fields, making several stops in each field to assess the weed and insect situation. 

Most crops require only one herbicide spraying; once the crop is growing well any weeds that emerge 
later don’t have a chance under the crop canopy. When weed control is done, and the crop is growing 
well, fungus diseases can be a problem.  Some farmers may spray again with a fungicide to ensure a 
healthy, productive crop. 

There are many different chemicals to control different weeds, insects and diseases.  There are also 
many precautions and considerations that need to be taken when using them—the stage of the crop, 
crop safety, and sprayer operator safety.  There also needs to be a safe interval between the last 
application of a chemical and harvest time.  During the winter farmers attend meetings to learn more 
about the best ways to look after their crops. 

Sometimes farmers will apply fertilizer after the crops emerge.  This can be done to “top up” if not 
enough was applied earlier, or to achieve a higher protein level in a wheat crop for top quality wheat for 
bread.  

Nitrogen is one of the main nutrients required for healthy plants and high quality seed.  Legume crops 
such as soybeans fix their own nitrogen.  Farmers apply an inoculant to the seed at seeding time to 
ensure that plants will nodulate well to produce plenty of nitrogen.  This greatly reduces the amount of 
inorganic fertilizer that needs to be purchased for the farm. 

Harvest time 

Harvest in Manitoba can be spread over many months, depending what crops farmers are growing.  July 
usually marks the beginning of some grass crops and winter wheat.  August is the main month for many 
crops.  But weather conditions can push even those harvests into September, or even October.  Farmers 
growing corn may be busy in November, and occasionally even into December. 

After crops are harvested, many farmers till their land to prepare a good seedbed for next year.  They 
also clean out and make new drainage ditches if they have low spots in the field where the crop 
drowned out.  Farmers who choose zero-till practices will leave the crop residue on the land.  

Marketing crops 

Farmers watch the markets year-round to look for good opportunities for making a sale.  Some may sell 
part of their crop even before seeding, if a good marketing opportunity arises. If the crop looks good in 
summer the farmer may sell more and take advantage of some early delivery opportunities at harvest 
time to reduce storage requirements.  Much of crop is stored on the farm, and then marketed as 



opportunities arise with the goal of having the bins all empty before next harvest season, or perhaps 
before seeding time.  

Risk Management 

The costs of growing a crop are significant.  Farmers manage this risk by carrying insurance on 
equipment and buildings, and also on a growing crop. Hail insurance is also available; payments are 
based on the percentage loss as calculated by an adjuster.  The levels of coverage for crop and hail 
insurance are not high enough to cover the real value of the crop, so losing a crop still places a large 
financial burden on the farm.  But the coverage still helps the keep the farm viable and able to seed 
another crop next year. 

Other Things on the Farm 

Many farmers do other things besides growing crops.  Some have livestock such as cattle, hogs, laying 
hens, etc.  Some choose to work at off farm jobs during the winter, taking time now and then to keep up 
with marketing their crop and getting inputs lined up for spring.  Some enjoy making and modifying 
machinery and spend much of their winter in a farm workshop.  And all farmers need to spend a good 
portion of time in their workshops repairing equipment and doing regular maintenance to keep 
everything functioning well.   

Of course, there are many other things that occupy farmers from day-to-day and season-to-season, but 
this will give you some idea of what life is like for farmers today—and what is involved in growing your 
sponsored acre! 

 

 


